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Calculator. R'equired
Of Engineer Students
For· Fall Semester

LD.
•

---

- St~dents interested in st~dying engineering at UNM will soon be
required to have an electronic hand calculator for their ·first
engineering course.
·
. ..
Though the requirement will not be effective until the ·.fall
semester, students taking the beginning engineering course this
semester are urged to use a calculator.
. · ·
The requirement for calculators was a decision made b.ecause "slide
rules are outdated," said Dr. Francis Wessling of UNM's mechanical
e_ngineering department.
· .
Wessling and the engineering curriCulum committee made the
motion for required"calculators which' was recently passed at a UNM ·
engineering faculty meeting.
·
The motion for the required
calculators stated that the
"required calculator would encompass ...logarithms, trigonometric functions of sine and cosine,
tangent and inverses, and add,
subtract, multiply, divide,
raising a number to power
reciprocals, and also, if possible,
scientific notations. It may or
may not be programmable."
Dr. Ruben Kelly, an electrical
engineering professor, proposed
the required calculator also include a "rectangular-to~polar"
· conversion feature because the
"students use it so much. It is
Photo by Miguel Gandert
universally useo in such fields as
physics
and
electrical
Jfl
engineering. It is a desirable
.
.feature," he said, and is "worth
Photo bv Lisa Oberman
the few dollars extra."
Francis Wesseling
He said the same caliber calculator which sells for $80 might be sold
By ~usan Walton
· As he put a wreath on the said Trott.
for $90 if it has the "rectangular-to"polar" conversion.
,
In a mock . funeral which casket, Trott said, "This nation
Janet Lehman, from NATAL
Students without pocket calculators will still be allowed to take the
brought to a close "Pro-Life has departed from the ways of and the Redeemer Lutheran course, but will be at a disadvantage, Wessling said, similar to the
Week" 180 Albuquerqueans the Jaws. We .m~st rescind these Church read·the Letter to an un- kind students face when they fail to buy a class's required text.
jofned in a service to bury .11 two"' · (abortio~.t.Ja,w~;~) in the same way .~born chiJd .which· explains why
A.nyway,-said Wessling, with the electronic instruments "students
_foot-long whit.e casket eontaining'-"""""e~"'''esc'irtded · the laws· b.li the· · the unborn Ba6y is going· to t11e · can save time and be more exact in their calculations. !I •
••
a. list of "unborn babies killed by ways of the beautiful people who . hospital to be aborted and asks . Dr. Roy CoJclaser, also of UNM's electrical engineering departabortions."
let us use their church today,"
(Continucdonpatrc 7)
rcontinued on page 7)
The Rightto Life Committee of
NM,. Nurses Associated to
Assure Life, Youth for Life and
several Albuquerque churches
By Tom Wagers
sponsored a "Memorial for the
capturing the second runner-up
Thousands of Babies Killed by
It wasn't your average beauty spot.
Abortion in 'New Mexico in contest.
,
·
The winners were. chosen by a,
1975."
The seven contestants were panel of three women and two
"he interdenominational ser- lovely, to be sure, · in .their men from outside the gay comvice was held in the Temple evening . gowns and elaborate munity.
Church of God in Christ and the coiffures~ They were demure a.nd
In prior years, the contest was
grave-side service was in Mount feminine in every respect. Yet judged by other gays, which
Calvary Cemetery.
each and every one of them was • inevitably led to charges of
Four children, two blacks and male.
favoritism. In the interest of im·
twO"" whites (about .nine years
It was the fifth annual Miss partiality, it was decided that
old), served as pallbearers and Gay New Mexico Pageant, which · this year's judges would be
carr jed the casket a mile from the took place Saturday night at the strangers to the gay scene.
Heights Lounge, 4021 Central
church to the cemetery.
A fourth award, Miss
Missionary Bishop Harold L. NE.
Congeniality,' went to Miss BonTrott of the ::American Episcopal
Church said, "We are standing
Fans of the movie ~~smilen will be interested to know that
for something that is true.
11
1t is not just a Roman Catholic none of the ~~girls" put vaseline on their teeth ( makes your
issue, not just a Prot~stant issue, lips slide over them so you can smile prettier" according to a
not just a Jewish issue. It is also line in the movie) althouu.h some did admit to using the stuff
an issue for every secular for other purposes.
humanist," he said.
"We are not doing anything
The Heights (formerly The nie of Gallup. Miss Con·geniality
strange or weird today.'' Trott
said. "The coffin is a symbol of Loon, Mildred's, Jacob's Ladder, was selected by the contestants
people whose Jives have been etc.) is Albuquerque's oldest and themselves on the basis of friendliness and good sportsmanship.
best-known gay bar.
·
deliberately taken."
Also participating were Miss
Winner
of
this
year's
contest
The Reverend Michael Lucero,
Maria
Victoria, Miss Melanie and
Pastor of the Santa. Fe Church of was Miss West (not, '•she" emLady
Michelle, all of
God in Christ, said, "We must phasized, to be confused with
protect against the feeble minded Mae West) of Albuquerque. Miss Albuquerque.
The contestants, most of whom
and those that don't know any West was presented with a
three-foot silver trophy, a are empioyed in straight jobs by
better.
11
This is something we feel is bouquet of roses a.nd the day, asked that only their stage
very wrong. When Ma.ry was traditional · rhinestone-studded names be used by the media.
Preparations for the pageant
with child it (the Bible) didn't say crown. ..She'' will go on to
began_
in November. Since then,
'When Mary was with embryo' or. represent New. Mexico at the
in
addition
to making costumes
'with seed.' It said 'When Mary Miss Gay America contest to be
and
rehearsing
drag routines, ,
held in New York City l~ter this
was with child.'''
the contestants have been busy
About 145 adults and 35 year.
First runner-up went to Miss. putting on drag shows, holding
children attended the service at
the predominantly Black, down· Misty of Albuquerque, with Miss raffles and even selling
..
.Twiggy,. also of Albuquerque,,
town church.
(Continued on page 9}
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Mock -Burial Ends Pro-Life Week

Beauty Contest -chooses Queen for a· Gay
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~U.s·.

Supreme Cou·rt Will Make
~ Final Capitai.Punishme.nt .Ruling

World

~

a WASHINGTON (UPI}--With
....., 411 persons on death row in 30
j

states, the Supreme Court is
about to face squarely the
question whether government in
the United States can kill people
to deter and punish crime.
In a dramatic move to get the
issue settled before the current
term ends in June, the justices
decided to hear a murder case
from each of the five states from
which a challenge was pending.
Thirty-five states have capital
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The New M1.1xico DailY -L9bo is published
.Monday through Friday every regular week
of the UnivcrsHy year and we(lkly during the
summer session by the Buurd of Sludel)t
Puhlica.tions of the University of New Me:< leo,
and is not finandally t~sBociated with UNM.
Second class postage paid .at Albuquerque,
Now Mexico 87131, Subscr!ption rate is
$JO.OO for the academic year.
The op~nions cxpr()sscd on the cdltorl:tl
pages of 'rhe Daily Lobo arc those of the
auttJo·r solely. Unsigned opinion is that o£ the
editorial board of The Daily Lobo, Nothing
printed in The Daily Lobo necessarily
represents the views of the University of New
\fmoco.

,

punishment laws on the books,
thus permitting government to
do the very .act it forbids to its
citizens.
Proponents claim the death
sentflnce deters crime. Opponents have long contended it is
morally wrong and falls
disproportionately oil blacks, the
poor and the friendless.
•
The federal government has
taken the positipn that it is permissible in some circumstances.
T'he administration will be
presenting its views to the court,
whose membership has changed
since its last pronouncement.
The court has been chipping
away at the death sentence for a
number of years. Most recently
in 1972 the justices ruled 5 to 4
that as then administered, it
violated the 8th amendment's
ban against "cruel and unusual
punishment."
Only two of the majority,
Justices William J. Brennan Jr.
and Thurgood Marshall, would
have wiped out the penalty completely. The other three--William
0. Douglas, Potter Stewart and
Byron R. White--said the penalty
was imposed so freakishly as to
allow some to suffer death while
others escaped.

. Now Douglas, a noted liberal
and legal activist, has been succeeded by Justice John Paul
Stevens, whose · vote will be
crucial. ·
All the justices appointed by
Richard M. Nixon--Chief Justice
Warren E. Burger and Justices
Harry A. Blackmun, Lewis F.
Powell J.,.. and William H.
Rehnquist--dissented on grounds
the wm of the people resides. in
state legislatures, not the courts.
The decision gave the states
leeway to enact new laws in an
endeavor to meet the. majority's
objections. They chose ?iffering
means.
_
· One of the five states, North.
Carolina, makes death mandatory f!>r first degree murder
and there is no separate hearing
after conviction on what the sentence should be.
Florida and Georgia provide
for an elaborate hearing on sentencing, with evidence permitted
on aggravating and mitigating
circumstances.
In Louisiana death is mandatory for certain kinds of murder such as. during the commission of a felony or the murder
of a policeman, and there is no
separate sentence hearing.
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"UFO's Reported Over Clovis
CLOVfS, N .M .-Representative~ of two organizations
studying reports of unidentified flying objects disagreed Sunday
on whether residents of eastern New Mexico have been seeing
UFO's or refracted starlight on recent nights.
.
The reported sightings began last Wednesday and have reoccurred each night since. Police said most callers described the object~ as cigar-shaped with colored lights.

Ne'er the Twain Shall Meet
!1
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· Dancer Laments Night Life

~HICAGO-Sally Rand, the aging fan dancer, has com-

pjamed ab()ut the lack of night life in Chicago these days.
Rand, 71, said, "The thing that bothers me is that there's no
action downtown at night. Everyone's agraid to go out because
they think they're going to be held up.
"When I was here during the' '30s, we had the gangsters
with their guns, we had Capone and all that, but at least no
one bothered a young lady on the street."
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By United Press Intemntional

BUFFALO, N.Y.-Actor Hal Holbrook has filed a suit in U.S.
• District Court here against a local actor for allegedly
plagiarizing his Ma~k Twain act.
Michael E. Ranu~ll, who has received some loc,al critical acclaim for his performance, admitted that a perfqrmance by
Holbrook in Toronto in 1972 inspired him to do his act, but he
added:
·
·
"I made up my own material for the show. I research all my
own material."

"'

New Topics ·course
Explores Retirem~nt

aQ

By Kathy .Allen
,
For the average student caught up in ·grades, tests and postgraduate employment worries, retirement is a subject hardly considered. Yet the best time to prepare for the inevitable slow-down
that accompanies middle age is the early twenties.
·
. 'l'he process of retirement is comparable to the stage of adolescence, Both groups can experience painful changes in their lifestyles. But
the adolescei;Jt's situathm is more widely understood than that of the
retiree.
To help fill this gap a new course, offered as Guidance and Counseling 547, Topics, is being taught by Professor G.L. Keppers. The
class will explore the situations and needs of the retiree and their
spouse.
Covering such topics as legal aid, m~dical care, transportation,
housing and nutrition, the course is designed to assist in preretirement, retirement and retirement counseling. Field experience,
panel discussions and speakers round out the material to be covered.
Retirees sometimes have prpblems in coping with their new roles.
"They take on new psychological and sociological values," Keppers
said. "Retirees often die psychologically," A function of retirement
counseling is to give understanding and acceptance and help senior
citizens realize their worth and dignity.
Because of its mild climate and generally low cost of living, New
Mexico has become a haven for the retired. There were over 70,000
senior citizens over age 65 in th.e state in 1970 experts predict
that the number might have risen by 15 per cent since then.
Slightly less than 11 per cent of the national population is age 65 or
over. "Nationally, there is a big emphasis on· rehabilitation and counselling of retirees," said Keppers. ·
People need to become more aware of the changes a retiree faces,
such as the "disengagement process" which Keppers described as
being thrust into a new environment, cut off from friends and
associates.
"We can't just push senior citizens around. We need a redefinition
of old people," Keppers said.
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Students are reminded that construction at Zimmerman l.ibrary begins today. The
old circulation desk is being torn out as part of the project. Books can be checked
out and returned at the desk due east of the main stairway on the main floor.
SOLAS (Student Organization for Latin Arn.
Studies) will meet Monday, Jan. 26, 7:30 p.m .•
third floor lounge of Ortega Hall. P(Jrsons in~
terest.ed in Lutln Amt:rica and related evlllnts on
c.ampu.snre welcome.

Policy for Lip Service--Notices run the. aay ..
before and the day of the event, space available.
Notices are not accepted by phone. Organlztttions
may pick up forms to mail in to the LOBO.
Deadline !or notices is 4:30 p.m. the day before
publication. The LOBO reserves the right to Cdlt
notices and delete those considered inappropriate
{or this column.
·Israeli Dance Teaching. Monday, 8 to 10 p.m.
with HOPA! Folkdancers, Carlisle Gym, Dance
Studio 116, All welcome.

c;:anadian bacon; egg· ahd cheese·
on a toasted English muffin

Exp. January 23

so~

9120: Mon·Fri !Oa.m.-3 p.m,

\

Famous Alfie Order Of Fish- and Chips
(2 pieces of fish with fries)

1

Iransmission Magician. Inc.
.st. CyrSt.

>~ 1---:-~Coal

l

'--"""':"--:;--Cen"tral

N

r------------------------------------

1

200/o Off All
Sandwiches On The Menu

-~-

·1 nflation Fighter Coupons From

I

I

o
o
o
o
_o

-

Introductory Service Special
for only

Road test
011 change
Clean screen
Adjust band.s
Adjust linkage

$)250
Transmission Magician, Inc.

2133 St. Cyr St.

-·II
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CHILl
CHEESE
HOT.
DOGS
.
.
$1
00
3 A
moum watering combmat1on of distmct1ve
homele chili American cheese .

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Good Monday & Tuesday (Jan. 26, 27)
Offer good only between 11 a.m. tQ 4 p.m.

On dining room orders only.
With this coupon
~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2133 St. Cyr St.
Phone 247-8132

------- -----

.

W.e also serve other seafood delicacies
~nd delicious fried chicken

----------------

~I

--------------------------------------------------- --- -----------·

II

_____________________________
J __________________________________
_1
Phone 256-1676
-

---------------.. t

:

Reg . $1 . 49

<Corner of Morningside & Central)
Open 11 a.m. - 10 p.m., Sun.-Thurs. & 11 - midnight, Friday & Sat.

with this Coupon
Coupon
Served Until 10:30 AM

\

·Our
Coupon good at 3920 Central• Ave. S.E.

~-------------------~------------------------------------------------------~------·

106 B Cornell S.E.
Across from
Johnson Gym
down .the alley. ·
Between Cornell &
Stanford

Aru1Ual mccling of Democratic Wom~n·~ club
J.an. 30·31 aL Udall Hospitality room, Mid-'fown
Hull day In11. Furtht>r Info callr Charli(! Chavc.:z; 255·
1803, Cordelia S:wchez 344·8808 or Bert I.indsay
299·7454.
Symphony of Life presents n 12 wc<!k class ln
basic tQchniqucs, principles :wd methods of
Meditation, CV~!ry Wednesday beginning Jan. 20
through April 6, 5·6;30 p.m., rm 144 Honors Ctr,
(HUS Bldg). Classes nrc open to new students
Lhrfiughout the sc:mcstcr. For furt.bcr Info call898·

50c OFF.-

I

Breakfast On A Bun

I
I

The 1975·76 A1;1nual Register of Grant SuJiport
is available for perusal in the GSA of!ice 1 rm. JOtl,
SUB.
ASA Gallery is accepting applications for nuxL
year's director. lntere~tcd students should leave
tlleir name in the gatle·ry.
Campus PoUce register and engrave social
security numbers on bikes, every Wednesday. 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. at 1821 Roma NE. Bring your
bicycle, UNM ID card and bike serial number.

I~------------------------------------·----------,----------------------------------·
•
1
·
I

Harry's Hamburgers

1916 Central S.E.

The Nat'l Chicano Health Organization'~t Jirs:L
meeting of the _semester, Monday, Jan. 26, 6 p.m.
at Chicano Studies.

New Courst•: Jnlro lo 1-ht: ·Lthrary fEd. Fnds.
247:002) is (lpcn for registration and drop,lttdd. Il
ls designed for undcrgrads and will help studcnt!i
lcar'ft' about the rcsourccsoflh(llibrary and how to
rompetC'ntly ·1.1sc libraries. Further in(o i:all Den
Wakosh Igo, 277-5141.

.1

!They' II Save You
------- -----
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Letters
·Editorials
Opinions

Perspect1ve
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Little Said Of. Angolans

Editori•d

Two Ellenbergers?
0

""
·;:;

We are delighted to learn that the University of New Mexico and
its athletic department have taken a step in fiscal responsibility by
hiring two head coaches of the men's basketball team.
~ This fact was brought out in last Friday's LOBO when coach
Norm Ellenberger admitted that he can be in two places at the
~ sametime.
~
LOBO reporters Jon Bowman and Charles McElwee reported
P... that "University travel vouchers show that while Ellenberger was
recruiting in Los Ange_les and Yuma (August 22-25), he was picking
up a $39 meal _tab at the Monastery, an Albuquerque restaurant.
During the same period, he is also listed as having eaten twice at _j!~~==:lL....:ll------'----~_;~.-...m.
the Village Inn Pancake House on Lomas, once at Fred Harvey's ,_
and once again at Enrico's."
What was Ellenberger's response when questioned about the
conflicting dates on the travel vouchers?
"If the vouchers said I was in Enrico's, I was there, and if they
say I was in California, I was there too," Ellenberger said.
Does Ellenberger have an identical twin brother? Does he have a
hidden cache of clones? Is the University Arena-the entry and exit
zone for a parallel universe 7
nmuuuuuum11nuum, uu•nulllunmnlllmnlllnlllllllllllmum Lett e r s ,111 .. m•munu111m m. mum 11111111 u lllllllllllllllllllllllllllulllllnlln
No, we believe that the incident simply represents another
violation of the University budgeting laws by the Athletic Depart·
ment. If Ellenberger was indeed in Los Angeles and Yuma on those
dates then the only logical answer is that the restaurant vouchers
were signed in his name. What we would like to know is why are Editor:
Nowhere does the Constitution for an ambitious station manager to
these violations allowed to go unnoticed?
The charters for all the ASUNM declare that the Board ,;,ust con- easily arrange an appointment for a
This incident was small in cost, but clearly. illustrates that the executive agencies are all sist of nine members. In fact, the friend and/or roommate or two just
athletic department is given preferential treatment in the ex- dangerously vague, especially the Board has only seven members: the before' resigning, giving another
penditure and justification of University money. If this incident is one for the Student Radio Board. ASUNM representative having friend or husband a better chance
multiplied by the number of coaches and assistant coaches then The ASUNM Constitution declares been appointed only this January, of being selected as manager when
the cost of this frivolous spending is a definite factor in the Univer- the Board "shall consist of" four and the GSA representative early he applies. To prevent this possible
faculty members and five students, lastfall.
nepotism, I' believe a minimum
sity's lack of funds for education.
one of which to represent ASUNM
Two constantly open mem- membership should be establi!;hed:
Before asking students to accept an increase in tuition and fees, and one GSA.
berships . .offer a solid opportunity ·
this campus and its administration must be held accountable for
There is also no provision made
every cent that is spent. We demand this type of budgeting
for dealing with any conflicts of inviolation be eliminated and that the state legislpture consider this
terest which might arise again
waste before more funds are allocated to UN M.
during the selection of a station
Editor:
First, it states that it is illegal for manager. For instance: the GSA
A recent article in the LOBO women under the age of 18 to obcould conceivably
by Garry Trudeau (Jan. 19, page 81 which purported tain abortions. Not so. The representative
be a roommate of an applicant, or
to give information about pregnant Supreme Court decision of Jan. 22, some of the student represenwomen seeking aid is seriously 1973, states that no state can tatives could be good friends with
erroneous.
prohibit a woman during the first an applicant. How then can a fair
trimester from obtaining an abor- selection process be ensured?
tion.
Neither is there any quorum
It is between the doctor and the established for any of the ASUNM
Editor:
woman like any other medical ser- agencies. This is especially
1 am very concerned about vice. The State of New Mexico detrimental again during the selecgeneric substitution. Over-the- does require the consent of one tion of a station manager, when a
counter drugs such as aspirins and parent in the case of minors, but present $5670/year (and proposed
cold tablets are fair game for suo-. this is currently in the courts in an $7000/year) salary, an excellent
stitution and do not 'warrant such a effort to eliminate the restriction:
future job reference and the
Secondly, the statement that general welfare of KUNM is at
controversy.
However, when it comes down Planned Parenthood is more than stake.
to substituting prescription drugs willing to do abortions is nothing
With only seven members on the
generic substitution may prove not less than libelous. They do not perBoard and no established quorum,
only dangerous but fatal. Oh, not form abortions. They distribute
dangerous· to the politician, but contraceptive
information,
it is technically possible for less·
would probably seem catastrophic • methods and counsel and refer than three J;!oard members to make
to the faction of people dependent women to whatever services they such an important decision. I con'!4 UJMI'R£HENSIV&
•
·
on
.drugs to insure health or in may need: homes, adoption agen· sider that possibility a major flaw in
ANI? YOII
/./STOP TH&MANY "!NftiCTW'?!
tuHAr-ts
many
cases their valuable lives.
. cies, abortion clinics, etc.
the chartering of this or any .other
CAUYOURSUF
TH& T/iNS&
ACfii&VEMENTS IN- MAC; YOU
Digoxin
was
manufactured
by
28
I
encourage
all
women
who
want
ASUNM executive agency.
tlff?ON(j?
FWENTIN
Fl/CT&O ON SAMOA WNKHEAfJon
all
options
to
concompanies
and
only
one
company
information
Neither is any.provision made for
CNIJ/..191/!
8Y /115 &Xa/..LENC~ YOU [}()N'T
made
it
to
work
effectively.
Sure
tact
them.
It
.is
indeed
unfortunate
the
60VERNO!<. tJ//1(13 .." MEAN 'yN~
Radio Board to solicit the
-I
\
fl-lc.T!Jf)'l,l
''slip-ups'' occur but they (the drug that the 118 women who called Sir- preferences of KUNM's general
I
manufacturers) shouldn't play thright (as cited in your article)
staff ("the little people") as is the
around with lives.
were given no assistance or advice opinion of the LOBO staff during
My point at least for now is: Doc- about abortion services. Too many the selection of an editor-in-chief.
tors prescribe drugs by trade names women have died trying to give
I believe ASUNM should open its
because they are sure of the drugs themselves ·abortions. The least eyes and correct some of these
· effectiveness. This procedure any reputable organization can do pOtentially harmful oversights
should not go unnoticed despite is give out information and let the
during the upcoming Conwoman make her own decision.
the difference in cost.
stitutional Convention. · :
Frank M. Lerner
Linda Whinnery
Janet Kennedy

~
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'FIRST OFF, WfD LIKE TO GET A BIT OF REccx:;NlllON FROM WHATS'!SNAME,HERE.'

ASUNM Executive Charters Are Vague

Abortion Article In Error

DOONESBURY

Substitution
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By Ed Newbold
Reading orthodox news . sources oh
Angola lately, (like Newsweek and the
Journal), I've l:>een noticing that very little is
said of Angola or Angolans. Angola i:>.
characterized as. a "battleground" for a "war
by proxy" between other countries. The
Russian and Cuban presence·is spotlighted
and the ·opportunity to trash detente is
generally taken, but outside of the traditional
three biographical sketches .of the facti.on ·
leaders, little is said .of the nature and history
of the struggles of the Angolan people.
If the news establishment were oriented
toward learning, they would· have learned
from Vietnam that the input .of the local
population should not be discounted in this
way. Had Vietnam been merely a "battleground" where U.S. will was measured
against Russian will; our $1So billion of effort
would have insured that our puppets would
still be dealing heroin <Jnd packing tiger
cages today.
NOT SEEING any parallel to Vietnam in
Angola amounts to wishful thinking on the
part of Kissinger et al. The MPLA (Popular
Movement) was the major force in a protracted struggle against Portuguese colonialism.
Portugal was backed by U.S. military power
(U.S. supplied NATO equipment was used
with tacit U.S. consent) and U.S. corporate'
money (corporations investing in Angola
were charged a high war tax by the Portuguese).
Solidarity between the Angolan people
and MPLA militants was the key element in
the defense against the Portuguese counter
attack, which included indiscriminate
executions of Angolans, an air war complete
with napalm and herbicides, and eventually
forced relocation camps. Politically, the
MPLA devoted itself to combating tribalism,
racism and sexism. It conducted literacy
campaigns and medical programs in the
countryside. (Good eyewitness accounts of
the MPLA are In the Eye of the. Storm by
Basil Davidson and The Revolution in
Angola by D.on Barnett. The Jan. 3-10
"Nation" has an excellent article on Angola.)
On the issue of Soviet control, the MPLA
is free to admit a debt of gratitude to the
Russians for help 1hroughout the anticolonialist struggle, but no one familiar with
MPLA politics really d.oubts Neto when he
sayd the MPLA'sdecisionsare its own.
THE OTHER two movements both have
their roots in the anti-colonialist struggle but
have tended to become fronts for neocolonialists. The FNLA !National Front) is

strongly rooted in bakongo nationalism
(originally it was a secessionist movement),
Its relationship with the bakongo leadership
of Zaire has been its source of strength as
well as the distrust with which it is viewed by
the other movements.
Holden Roberto, its leader, is a Kinshasa
businessma.n who can be counted into the
Zaire ruling class. After leading an abortive
uprising in 1961 which amounted to a
·massacre of whites and educated blacks,
(the Portuguese response was to murder an
estimated 20,000 Angolans), FNLA became
content to hold an army in waiting on the
Zaire border and a small guerrilla presence
north of Luanda.
The U.S. hedged its bet in Angola by
aiding FNLA through Zaire, hoping that
FNLA would protect U.S, investments in
Angola if the Portuguese couldn't, On many
occasions the MPLA attempted · to form a .
united front with the FN LA. but the execution
of 20 MPLA guerrillas in 1961 by FN LA set
the tone of the relationship. FN LA seems to
have lost its influence at this point.
JONAS SAVIMBI broke off with FNLA
in 1964, .charging it with tribalism, submission to the U.S. and avoiding struggle
with the Portuguese. Savimbi formed
UNITA (National Union) in 1966, hoping to
build a base among the Ovimbundu tribe in
the south. Savimbi, in his search for foreign
backers, proceeded to jump around
politically, going through a long stage of
Maoist rhetoric during which he visited
Peking.
Never strong militarily or politically,
UNITA was left in peace by the Portuguese
because it was in conflict with the MPLA. Its
main significance today is its ability to
provide legitimate cover for the South
African intervention. By entering into alliance with the South Africans, however, UNIT A
has traded military we~kness for the distinction of beinQ an African liberation movement
that . · is working with the South in
their overall strategy (o maintain their
domination over blacks in southern and
western A~rica. (Particularly in Southwest
Africa, where the liberation front, SWAPO,
would gain from an MPLA victory in
Angola.)
The South Africans may decide, with U.S.
support, that they'd like to experience a Vietnam first hand. This will be an unmitigated
tragedy, and will prolong the suffering. of a
people colonized for 500 years. But it won't
change the ultimate outcome. The ·MPLA
will win in Angola.
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Justice: Preserving Israeli State
By Don Crane
As the Moslem forces in Lebanon carry
their glorious banner toward the inevitable
end of Christian power in that blighted realm;
I pause to vent a few hitherto unpenned
frustrations carried over from the recent actions and antics of the U.N. Understand, 1
r.an only speak as a Western-capitalist'Jppressor-multinational-corporate-exploiter·tascist pig, (and at best a spotty reader of
newspapers), so my views may seem
iilogical, misinformed, even hysterical. So be
it, without fUrther apologies.
If the Moslems wish to raze Beirut-or
Israel, or too-conciliatory Cairo-in the name
of Third World solidarity and' self· determination, who are we to protest? If the
liberating hordes choose to be viciously exploited by the great Arab families rather than
the unwanted foreigners, . who are we t.o
raise a band, or even a voice? These outsiders, after all, have for years been putting
unwanted money into the pockets of reluctant Middle Eastern workers, irrigating deserts, building luxury hotels, setting up

parliaments and committing every . other
manner of atrocity. Who protests when
these running dogs are beaten into the dust?
Why, Big Business, of course, because it h.Js
so many investments at stake.
'
Until the Popular Front for a Day finally
succeeds . in winning Lebanon, it appears
there is little for the U.S. to do but exert
what diplomatic pressures it can and be as
meddlesome' as possible without becoming
directly involved. This is as it should be, for
we have rio ju~t cause to do otherwise (and
dare not risk an anti-U.S. resolution in the
U.N.).
So, here I am, the erstwhile pacifist,
drawing battle lines-and on soil I've never
trod. Inflammatory rhetoric aside, my only
desire is to affirm my support for the U.S.
commitment to Israel. I believe the only
chance for justice in Israel for Arabs and
Jews both resides in the preservation of its
sovereignty-and its govern"ment.
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Simms: Drop Lowest Third of Students
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By Marit S. Tully
~
Charging that four out of five
~ students in the bottom third of
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their class drop out anyway,
Regent Albert Simms called on
the Board of Regents to consider
dropping all students in this
category to upgrade the quality
of education at UNM.
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Simms' suggestion will be considered at the next meeting of
the Regents, scheduled for Feb.
26.
Other action at Friday's
meeting included approval of the
establishment of a Faculty
Senate and a report from UNM
President William Davis about
his efforts to persuade state
legislators to put more:money into UNM's coffers.
The Faculty Senate was approved by the Regents after they
were assured it would not
challenge theRe
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$85.85

Albert Simms suggested a future
study of the Faculty< Handbook to
make sure it contained no such <
challenges.
Calvin Horn, Regent Chairman, called the amendment one
of the "finest steps in governance
of our University."
President Davis told the
Regents he is still shooting for a
$63-per-university-unit budget,
although the Board of
Educational Finance suggested
$61.50 and Governor Jerry
Apodaca proposed $62. "
"If we're going to adjust to the
formula approach (differential
funding), this · is the time to
suggest a realistic unit budget,"
Davis said.
The "university unit" is the
basis of legislative differential
funding. Each of the state institutions of higher learning has
Regent Albert Simms
a number of university units
based on the number of student UNM is that it has 171 classes
·-A resolution committing the
credit hours taught weighted by with 80-to-1300 students each Regents to arranging the use of
the level of those hours.
and many of these are taught by 800 acres of land south of
Davis said his budget would teaching assistants, he said.
Albuquerque International Airallow UNM to hire more faculty.
"It's a crying shame to talk to port for solar energy projects if
One of the common criticisms of legislators who wouldn't send Albuquerque is chosen as the site
their own sons and daughters to for the Energy Research and
Development Agency's solar
UNM," Davis said.
Simms said UNM should also research
--A supplemental agreement
be upgraded by weeding out the
g)J975, ""''"' Systemet, Inc.
lower third of students in ad· between the city and UNM furdition to trying to get more ther clarifying the dates when
money. Four out of every five UNM's baseball team may< use
students in the lower third the Albuquerque Sports Stadium
academically are lost within 18
-·Revised plans for the Law
Library and Law School admonths to two years, he said.
Davis said the University has ditions which would preserve
to make provisions for students more parking spaces
--Preliminary plans for a $1.5
of all levels.
million
Dental
Programs
Also approved during the·
Building
·
meeting were:

Group Vote Closed Lots

7here is
only one store
in this city where you can
buy Earth®shoes.
.·
stores sell shoes
that look like the Earth®
brand shoe, but only one
sells Anne lalsll's original·

The enforcement of campus
parking regulations during
semester breaks was endorsed
by the UNM Campus Planning
Committee (CPC).
Walter Birge, UNM Parking
Services director, said the committee voted at its last meeting
not to open any parking lots on
the central campus for free

..

DO YOU NEED
CASH?
Earn $ 10 a week
donate t~ice weekly

BLOOD

PLASMA

parking during semester breaks.
In the past, the parking lot adjacent to the computer center
and some lots bordering Central
Avenue have had open parking
during semeste'r.breaks.
"A good deal of compiaints
were received by the CPC from
p~rsonnel working at Data
Processing that there weren't
any parking spaces available for
their use," Birge said. "Many
vehicles from People using the
Bernalillo County Medical Center
across Lomas Boulevard were
filling up the lot."
During the Christmas break,
which ended Monday, parking
lots were not open and citations
were issued. However, the shuttle buses, which offer free rides
to and from the free parking lots
on the north campus to the central campus were not in
operation.

DONOR CENTER

8 am to 5 pm

invention.
Located at:
104 Coronado Center
. (505) 293·6530
Brochures Available
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Tuesday-Saturday
DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

842-6991
11

ALBUQUERQUE
1307 CENTRAL NE

Head Trip$ for DudeS & Dolls"

i\lariiUIIII International

_Spain Study ·Senator Says
Deadline On Sinatra Free
Of Singing
.January 31
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Doctor Finds a Squirrelly

Solution~z
~

A new UNM faculty member, "because of its ability to generate resident physicians, He is a
Jay R. Feierman, has found testable research hypotheses graduate of the University of
Dr.
WASHINGTON (UPI)--Sen.
The deadline for application Frank Church, D-ldaho, said that studying squirrels can help about the nature of psychiatric Pennsylvania School of Medicine.
He comes to UNM from the
•combination Friday he saw no reason to call in his work with manic- · illnesses.''
for
a
University of California-San
For
the
past
two
years,
Feierhistory/language
summer singer Frank Sinatra to tell what depressive patients,
Diego
where he was chief
man
has
been
studying
"the
session in Madrid, Spain is Jan. he knows about CIA-Mafia murFeierman is an ass is tan t
resident,
w.ard chief and in31 and applications must be sub- der plots but the Senate In· professor in psychiatry at UNM's · behavior and physiology of
mitted to the Office of In- telligence Committee would vote School of Medicin~ and is in- ground squirrels to give him structor in psychiatry.
ternational Programs and Ser~ on the matter anyway.
patient coordinator of the Ber- clues as to the biological nature
vices by that date.
County · Mental of manic-depressive illness in
Sources said the "Committee's nalillo
A deposit of $50 is also staff advised against calling Health/Mental Retardation Cen- humans.
"One cannot study brain
required with-the application.
Sinatra because he knows ter.
metabolism
directly in humans,"
His research interests are in
Professors Robert Kern of the nothing about the plots and his
Feierman
said,
"so one is forced
History department and Enrique testimony might reopen the ethology, which he describes as
to
go
to
models.
There are
Santamaria of the department of touchy ·issue of President John the biology of behavior.
enough
things
in
common
betEthology, as a science, is only
modern· and classical languages Kennedy's love life.
will be the co-directors of the
The committee headed by about 20 years old, said Feier- ween the hiberation cycles in
program
.
Church· has heard testimony man, and "is the application of these sq<uirrels and the manicAll students will be in- about the CIA contacting Mafia Darwin's theory of evolution to depressive cycles in humans to
warrant their study,'' he said.
terviewed to ascertain the level figures in the 1960's regarding behavior."
Feierman lectures and gives
Feierman said he has chosen
of their academic preparation possible plots to kill foreign
and those enrolling in Spanish leaders, including Cuban the ethological point of view seminars to medical students and
will be required to meet regular Premier Fidel Castro.
UNM standards of admission to
Church said the committee had
those classes.
enough evidence concerning the
All history courses will be CIA-Mafia issue and he did not
taught in English and a wide think Sinatra, wh9 knew some of
variety of courses will be offered the figures involved, could add
based on suffiCient enrollment. any more information.
Classes will be scheduled four
"Unless he has some evidence
days a week in order to allow a that we do not already have, it
three-day weekend for travel.
seems to me pointless to call
The charter flight will depart him,'' Church said. "No one has
from Albuquerque June 14. spoken to me on the committee or
Classes will begin June 21 and suggested he be called. I don't
end July 30, but the return flight quite understand 'why this has
will depart from Frankfurt, Ger- come up.''
'many August 16, which will allow
The committee sources said
two weeks for intra-European the staff agreed with that
travel.
assessment and calling Sinatra
m'ight lead to other issues the
committee was not interested in.
Sinatra reportedly introduced
Kennedy and the late Sam GianIf you are a student who would like to
The New Mexico Reading Lab, of Roswell,
that that child forgive its mother cana, a reputed Chicago Mafia
boss
shot
to
death
last
year
who
and all humanity for its action.
make A's instead of B's or C's or if you are
will offer a 4 week course in speed reading
The procession left the church was one of the persons contacted
a business person who wants to stay
to a limited number of qualified people in the
singing "We shall overcome, God by the CIA, to Judith Campbell
abreast of today's everchanging accelerating
Albuquerque area. A person is required to at:
shall overcome" and walked to Exner, who claims to have had inworld, then this course is an absolute
tend only one 2 1/2 hour class per week, on
the cemetery led by a girl timate relations with both men in
1960's.
the
early
.necessity. These Free one hour meetings will
the evening of. their choice for 4 weeks only.
carrying a wreath and two girls
Committee lawyers questioned
carrying a banner which read,
be held at the following times and places:
The course guarantees to triple the person's
"In Memory of Babies Killed by Exner as to whether she might
reading speed with a marked improvement
Tuesday January 20 at 6:30 pm
Abortion in New Mexico.'' They have passed any information betin
comprehension
and
concentration.
The
and again at 8:30 pm
were followed by the four boys ween Kennedy and Giancana. It
guarantee,
however,
was
decided
she
did
not
and
she
is
a
bare
minimum
as
Wednesday January 21 at 6:30
who served a;; pallbearers.
the
report
only
was
identified
in
will
read
7
to
10
times
the
average
.graduate
"It was not God who took away .
pm and again at 8:30 pm
faster. They can read ai!1Jost any average
the lives of these (unborn as "a friend" of Kennedy's.
Thursday January 22 at 6:30 pm1
When her identity--and her
children). It was man who t06k
in
less
than
one
hour.
book
and again at 8:30 pm
them out of the world. Here we alleged relationship with the two
like
additional
in·
For
those
who
would
Friday January 23 at 6:30 pm
stand as token representatives of men--became known, critics ac·
formation,
a
series
of
free,
one
hour
oriencused
the
panel
of
covering
up
and
again at 8:30 pm
all the people of the world who
evidence
to
protect
Kennedy's
tation lectures have been scheduled. At
Saturday Ja'buary 24 at 10:30 am
feel as we do,'' said Trott.
reputation.
these free lectures the course will be exTrott said they would bold
and again at 1:30 pm
Committee spokesmen denied
commemorative services every
plained
in
complete
detail,
including
Monday January 26 at 6:30 pm
year in memory of the casket it and said Kennedy's personal
classroom
procedures,
instruction
methods,
and
again at 8:30 pm
life was outside the realm of their
which was buried Saturday.
class schedule and a special 1 time only inTuesday January 27 at 6:30 pm
investigation.
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Speed Reading
Course To Be
.Taught In
Albuquerque· Area

... Funeral.

... Calculators Needed
ment, said calculators can do many things a slide rule could not do.
"You can't do simple calculations such as add or subtract on a,slide
rule," he emphasizes. "Also, after you figure out a problem on a slide
rtile, you have to sit down with a pencil and paper and figure out
where the decimal point goes."
Colclaser says many students have said they can work faster with a
calculator because they know it is more reliable, "They know they
have the correct answer the first time and don't have to go back and
check it." He said a good slide rule costs about the same as a good
calculator, and "it's a waste of an engineering student's time and
money to buy a slide rule when he could buy a.calculator which he will
use for the rest of his life."
Kelly called the requirement "progress," comparing the move to
"someone inventing the ballpoint pen at the time when people were
using chalk and slates. The pen may be an advantage, but that doesn't
mean you shouldn't use it."
A handbook to aid students in the type of calculator they should
buy is being put ~ut by the engineering college. Colclaser says it will
include information on different models, their features and prices .
Kelly said students have made mistakes in buying calculators "that
aren't worth the money paid.'-' He said he and Colclaser usually advise
~tudents "to buy calculators which fall within the $80 to '$200 price
range.
·

troductory tuition that is less than one-third
the cost of similar courses. You must attend
only one of the free meetings for complete
details. You may attend any of the meetings
for infonnatioti about the Albuquerque
classes.
These orientations are open to the public,
above age 14, (persons under 18 'should be
accompanied by a parent if possible.)
If you have always wanted to be a speed
reader but found the cost prohibitive or the
, course too time consuming... now you can!
Just by attending 1 evening per week for 4
short weeks you can read 7 to 10 times
faster, concentrate better and comprehend
more.

r

and again at 8:30 pm
These meetings will be held in
room 250-c Student Union Bldg,
University of New Mexico. Please
be on time.
Room, 501 Coors NW.
If you are a businessman, student, wife or
executive, this course which took 5 years of
intensive research to develop, is a must. You
can read 7-10 times faster, comprehend
more, concentrate better, and remember
longer. Students are offered an additiona_l
discount This course can be taught to in·
dustry or civic groups at "Group rates" upon
request. Be sure to attend whichever free
ol'i~ntation that fits in your schedule.
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T~is week Rodey Thea.tre premieres "The.Hanging Dance"--a dan-

~ ce piece that envelops the audience in its web and reveals the dancers

w!thin their medium. This prod\Iction of dane~ theatre traverses time
With. dancers sus~e~tded in sculptural space and energized by a
....:l c~ass,Ical form, remm1scent of Salvador Dali and his theme of 'hanging
b time· Opens Tuesday, January 27, and plays the 29, 30, and 31 at 8:00
·o:; p.m.
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messing Around" With 'Hamlet':
Ghost Writing Rlay Be Confusing·
By Joel Whit~!

A new look at William
Shakespeare's Hamlet, presented by the UNM English department, opened production in the
Experimental Theatre in the
A~ ex~1b1t of recent ceramic sculptures by University of New Fine Arts Center last Tuesday
Mexico fme art students will be held in tire ASA Gallery in the SUB night.
Directed by David ·Jones, an
Jan. 26 through Feb. 6.
·
·
.
. The exhibit. will include functional pieces, ceramic dolls, frees tan- . associate professor English,. and
·dmg and hangmg works. The gallery is open weekdays from 11 a.m. to Joseph Toulouse of Albuquerque,
this version of Hamlet strives_ to
4
p.m.
.
remove the label of 'tragedy'
from the play through an inThe GSAcASUNM Poetry Series will present Jane·Creighton, who depth and sometimes changed
will read h~r poetry in the Humanities Building Theater Tuesday, examination of Hamlet's dilem3:30p.m.
·
ma.
Speaking on the changes in
general, this version is by no
means (other than theatrical enjoyment) recommended for
audiences not familiar with the
original text. Changes in script,
thorough use of stage movements and the juxtapositioning of action create · a legitimate
dichotomy for Hamlet to choose
between, not readily displayed to
the audience.
Script changes include the addition of a different version of
Hamlet's soliloquy, written in
Shakespeare's time but
unauthorized by him, which was
delivered here along with the
popular text; and an expanded
scene two in the original third act
where Hamlet approaches the
players for hiring.
.
This
expansion
of
the
players
0
Interested in earning $8°
scene provided some well needed
for one hour of your time??
lighthearted, yet poignant, entertainment for what.appeared to
The Bell System will conduct a recruiter training conbe a mostly perplexed audience.
ference during the W(!ek of February 2, 1976 at the
However, in all, this changed
White Winrock Motel. Several juniors are needed for
version embodies Hamlet with a
practice interview sessions.
thorough view of the world 111
All majors are welcome if interested in a business career
w h i c h the ,ghost I i v e s, not
and have good grades.
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
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ASR Goller.Y

Poetry

*Attention Juniors & Seniors*

Gain the experience of an actual job interview,
and make money too!!
Transportation will be provided.

Contact the Career Services Center in
Mesa Vista Hall at once for further details;

COED & WELL FED
The College Inn Is Coed
in both buildings, all. floors

This Spring You Can
leave your car . no gas
no commuting, walk to class

All The Food You Can Eat
No worry about fbod prices,
we do the shopping and the dishes

Maid Service - Linens
We do the cleaning and make your bed
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Telephone 243·2lf81
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303 Aah St. NE

only as much as one's knowledge
of the original allowed.
To the production end: the use
of thefour-channel sound equipment was successful in giving the
voice and world of the ghost
prominence. That is, the ghost no
longer spoke to Hamlet in the
world of the living, but brought
Hamlet closer to the ghost's
"eternal blazon." However, ·the
music reproduced on this system,
in most cases, served to unnerve
the audience and appeared
nothing more than monotonous.
One of the artistic highpoints
of the 'performance was the excellently choreographed stage
movements performed by the
players (and ghost'$ environment) throughout most of
the production.
Also effective was the ghost's
voice which was clearly delivered
(on tape) by Peter Shea Kierst.
You could actually understand
those words not drowned out by
the audio background.
Art Cook, portraying Hamlet,
would probably be successful in
any version of the play. His mannerisms and delivery helped
create the expanded perplexity
seemingly desired by Jones and

Toulouse ..
Kari Ward as Gertrude,
mother of Hamlet; and Marilyn
K." Pitman as Ophelia, enacted to ·
the maximum their roles of a
weak, guilt-ridden mother and a
synthetically strong Ophelia
granted them by the direc.tors.
William Weldon portrayed
Claudius; Bruce C. .Rathbun,
Polonius; Robert Quintana,
Horatio; James Carpenter, Laertes; and Wade Madsen as the
ever graceful Ghost".
The set, a platform supported
by metal grid-work which rose
over the heads of the audience,
was decorated by Sharon Borton;
and the simply effective
costumes were designed by
Cassandra Carpenter.
The lighting design was suited
for the production, but their
operation was both unartistic
and crude as the lighting pictures
changed more with an unnecessary bump rather than the
slow changes that were at times
· called for.
·

(Continued from page t)

: homemade posole to raise money
' to send the winner of the ·toea!
· contest to the national colll- .
petition in New York. As an. incentive, 100 points were
autom!l,tically award!ld to the
contestant who raised the most ·
money.
The contest began at 9:45p.m.,
45 minutes behind schedule, due
to problems with the audio equipment. After brief opening numbers by mistresses of ceremonies
Cleo· and Miss Mae, the cori- ·
testants were introdt,red to the.
audience and the judges, Each
contestant was escorted by a
young man (in one case, a young
womap.) wearing a tuxedo.
. Local female impersonators,
including several former Miss
· · Gay New . Mexicos, provided
some outstanding entertainment
between competitive events, performing pantomime routines to·
recorded music. This reporter,
having witnessed some hor.rible·
drag shows in the past, was'impressed by the professionalism
displayed by both the entertainers and the contestants.
Judging was based on five

categories of competition, with around betterment of the gay
each judge awarding 20 points in community and improving
each category for a, total Of 500 · relations between. 'gays and
p()ints. The categories w(lre:
straights.
·-Amount ohnoney raised
--Even'ing gown competition
Asked, "What is most im·-Talent competition
portant to you in order to bring a
--Most origina.l costume (made better life to Albuquerque's gay
by contestant)
community?" Lady Michelle
--Question and answer com- responded, "I think most of all,
straight people must realize that
petition.
In the talent competition, each · we are part of the human race.
contestant performed a well- We are teachers, doctors,
re.hearsed ·pantomime of a lawyers, businessmen and
popular song.
·
businesswomen. We are just as
The most original costume much involved in the community
competition
featured
an as the straights are."
imaginative array of outfits, in"What if someone said to you,
cluding Maria Victoria as a Las
Vegas showgirl, Lady Michelle as 'Why, you lousy queer! What can
Bat Woman, 'Twiggy as the you do?' How would you answer
Statue of Liberty (with a them?" Miss West was asked.
patriotic "76" painted on her
nether cheeks) and Misty in a
''I would answer them, 'Well,
costume dripping with glowing what is a queer? You tell me.'
lightbulbs representing the And after they answered that,
"Stars of the Universe." In ac- I'd ask them, 'What is a straight?'
cordance with the contest rules, The thing is, queers, straights,
each costume was hand made by bi-sexuals or lesbians, we're all
its wearer.
people. So let's stop fighting!"
Questions presented to the
Governor and Mrs. Jerry
contestants during the question Apodaca were invited to the
and answer session centered pageant but did not attend.

It is refreshing to see a different aspect of a Shakespearean
classic performed with the obvious energy displayed during
this production. However it
should be remembered by the
directors that deep content'
changes in established plays
deserve more theatrical explanation so that unfamiliar
audiences may view it with equal
enjoyment and understanding.

Photos by Miguel Gandert

The UNM English department's'production of Hamlet will
be performed again tonight and
tomorrow night in the Experimental Theatre in the UNM
Fine Arts Center.

Donn_y's 'Angel': Young Neil Young?
By Orlando R. Medina

· "CapturedAngel"
Dan Fogelberg ·
FuUMoon/Epic PE 38499

*

I>

allowed in Shakespeare's · version,
giving · Hamlet
an
educational view of life and death
(something Jones said the
audience would walk away with).
To the point: the changes were
there, but they were understood

Contest: ·orags to Riches

*

•

By Orlando R. Medina
When Neil Young released his
first two solo albums after his
split with Buffalo Springfield
(Neil Young and Everybody
Knows This Is Nowhere), he introduced that perfect balance of
rock, country-rock and folk that
brought him a close knit
following. His connection with
Crosby, Stills and Nash plus a
style change (Harvest) took him
away from that close following ,

and in the opiniQn of many
brought a rapid decline.
In the meantime, in 1972 Dan
Fogelberg released his Home
Free followed by Souvenirs and
now Captured· Angel. From the
sound combinations and production on Fogelberg's Captured
Angel, he is early Neil Young
reincarnated.
There are hints in Fogelberg's
first album that he is similar to
Neil (including the same
producer, David Briggs) but the
suspicions are confirmed when
one hears the "Aspen" cut on the
Captured Angel record.

Arabesque Paper Enterprises
Retailers of Fine, Imported Artist's Papers
Stock up on the best in drawing, printmaking and watercolor papers for the winter and spring at the best prices
in Albuquerque.
.
·
We Stock:
Areh~s Cover
•
Arehes Silksereen
Cosmos IJ!olting

RivesDFK
Classic ·watercOlor
German Etching

.

~"Rives

Light Welghi
J. Green WatercOlor
Uosho
RiVe5lleavyWelght
Copperplate
Shogun

arigoule

restaurant

HONESTLY THE BEST FRENCH FOOD
IN NEW MEXICO

OPEN for LUNCH
"

•
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• •_..y

... -. ... ....... .,.,.,

'*¥

, ,. .. Yrloo--,. .....

11:30-2:30
friday
monday~

Dinner Every Night

Free

.

More than 50 additional varieties of papers may be ordered.
Samples and paper available at our retail outlet:
McCharris' Gallery
309 Cornell S.E.
266-0783

"Aspen" is a string instrumental which ·leads into the
next song, "These Days," and is
reminiscent of "String Quartet
from Whiskey Boothill" on the
first Neil Young album. (By the
way, Neil's first album had as one
of its arrangers and producers
some . joker named Ryland
Cooder.)
Fogelberg has stepped into the
music arena left vacant by Young
and intends to stay there for a
while· yet. Fogelberg, one of the
wipners of the Rock MU!;ic A war·
ds for 1975, picked up that balance of Young and with the help of
Joe Wqlsh and a definite vocal
talent takes it a step further into
an album where one listens to an
entire side rather than a couple
of tunes.
··
The rest of the album is more
of the same mellow balance. If
Springstein is Dylan, then
Fogelberg is early Young. Don't
rate this album, buy it and enjoy
the music. ·

Video Tape Showings
January 26, 28,30
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No .. 2
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Struggling ASU .Edged
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Women lntimid.ate
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By Harold Smith ·
::s
The Lobos, by virtue of a
~ couple of George Berry free
0 throws and a length·of·the·court
..c drive by Mike Patterson, earned
j the number·one position in the
b WAC for one night as they
'8 knocked off the struggling
Cl Arizona State Sun Devils, 65.63,
8 Friday evening in the Arena.
·;;:
The victory before 17,369
Jl typically loud fans gave UNM a 3·
""" 0 record in the WAC. Un·
~ fortunately for the Norm Ellen·
Z her ger:coached W olfpack,
o Arizona (see story below) would
~ beat his home·based squad the
~ next night to put the conference
p., into a four·way race around the
first

Daily Lobo

Sports ·
Texas.El Paso, Arizona and
UNM are all 3·1 after the
weekend battles, and Utah is 2·1.
All three Ute games were on the
road.
Bei·ry led the Lobos with 21
points and 10 rebounds in
Friday's game. He sank the two
charity tosses with no time
showing and the score 63·63.
Big Scott Lloyd had a chance to
give the contest to ASU, but he
missed the second of two free
throws
with
22 seconds
remaining. Devil Tony Zeno got
the· board and fed the ball to
Lloyd. Still in the backcourt
Lloyd lost control of the ball and
a scramble between him and
Ricky Williams ensued.
Williams won the on·the·floor

FREE Daytime Activities
·
Presents
Mond&y
Jan 26, 10 am, 12 noon, 1:30 pm

"Song of the
Thin Man"
SUB Theatre
Sponsored by ASUNM
& Student Activities
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war and passed to Patterson.
Patterson drove to the basket,
and put up a shot. But a hustling
Lloyd was there to block the
shot. The end, right? Lloyd was
called for goal tending, however,
and Patterson got the two·
pointer and th'e stage was set for
Berry.
Asked if he intended to drive
full-court Patterson said, "I had .
to. I was hoping Larry (Gray)
would come up on the side of me,
but he cleared the way for me instead. I just took it."
ASU coach Ned Wulk was
fuming after the game. He went
Photo by Wendell Hunt
after an official, and was
restrained by Lobo assistant Larry Gray puts up a jumper against ASU. Larry's turncoach Jim Newman, who used to arounders helped win the Devil game, and almost pulled off
play atASU.
the one against Arizona.
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and on Sundays
Call for Specials this week

Tel. 277-3121
• t ... '

fi;st

Pepino's
On
Central
· Starring

~······························;

(.)

Tickcis- In Advance 81.25
At The Door 81.50
Gtoups 10 ot more advance 81.00 each

~-·

abou~,its

U)

Saturday,Januat·y 31-1:30 & 3:30
Sunday, Februat·y 1-1:30 &'3:30
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Aliee In Wonderland

~,.

~earn mi~ht fee~

Beth Born scores an easy two, as three Wyoming players
impotently look on.

BELLS

loss of the year, but It shouldn't. What can you expect when you go up
against a Collegiate All-American?
The Lobos lost to Texas-El Paso 77.40·75.05, but they were beaten
most by Maggie Ortiz, a sophomore from El Paso who won the AllAround and finished first in the balance beam and uneven parallel
bars with scores of 8.05 and 7.05 respectively.
In Saturday's competition at Johnson gym, the petite Ortiz edged
out UNM's Pam Stehwein who took first in the floor exercise scoring
7.30. Ortiz scored a 27.15 overall and Stehwein finished with a score of
26.60. UTEP's Rut hie Jaramillo took first in the vaulting competition,
scoring 7.10, and finished third in the all-around with a 25.30 score.
Ortiz came to UTEP the hard way, via Mississippi. "I spent my
freshman year at Southwest Mississippi Junior College and then I sat
out for a year and a half." said Ortiz.
When the original announcement was made, Ortiz' name had been
left out of the all·around competition and Stehwein was declared the
winner. The mistake was soon corrected.
"At first I thought I had really done poorly in the floor exercise, but
then I was really glad when they told me I had won. The floor exercise
is my worst event (she scored her lowest of the day in the event, 5.60)
and {guess the balance beam is my best," said Ortiz.
Ortiz guessed right. She made the four-inch balance beam look as if
it were a yard wide with some amazingly difficult manuevers. On the
balance beam she received the highest score of the day, 8.05.
UNM's Stehwein also had a good meet as she improved her
previous week's all-around total by nearly half a point. Last week
against Western State College of Colorado, Stehwein finished first. In
addition to her first-place finish in the floor exercise Stehwein took

Albnqnerqne Cltildreu's Tlteater
Presents
The All-Time Favorite Fantasy

• ,~·~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,., . . .
·••••·•~~~·•·•••••,~~

wornen:s gymnastics

The crowd was also roaring for
the 5-11 freshman from Carlsbad,
Trevia Williams, It has become
habit to see Williams put at least
one member of the opposition to
the deck during tqe course of the
game and Saturday night was no
exception.
At' one point, Wyoming's
Peggy Lewis reached in to tie up
Williams Oil possession of the ball
Trevia owned. Lewis was sorry
she did as the stronger Williams
ripped the ball away and Lewis
wound up on the floor. Naturally,
the crowd roared.
"I was impressed by our inside
play tonight," Marpe said. "We
were really aggressive and we're
going to need that as the season
progresses." UNM outrebounded
Wyoming 61-31.
In addition to the previously
mentioned Moreland, Williams,
Born, and Hattox, UNM also got
some fine inside play from center
Judy VanDerGeest.

BIG

Tumbles Gymnasts

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

.

crowd urging her on the fiery
guard repented w_ith 4 for 7
shooting.
Beth Born, starting in place of
Hattox, came out playing like she
owned the ball and constantly
picked off rebounds and picked
up loose balls.
At the half UNM had doubled
Wyoming's output and led 36-18.
By the time the second half
started, the e.ar ly arriving
students had filled up the.
student .section and the 8000-plus
roared at every Moreland move.
The freshman from Garden
Grove, Calif., responded to the
cheers by doing a neat pirouette
after each of her baskets every
time she reached the opposite
end of the floor.
At one point Moreland blocked
thr'ee consecutive Wyoming
shots. She dominated the offensive and defensive boards and
forced Wyoming to shoot from
the outside with her intimidating
presence. But the crowd loved to
see her score and she g.ave the
early arrivals their money's worth with five second-half baskets
and a total of fourteen points in
the game.
"Carol did a .super job," said
Marpe. "As far as the crowd
goes, she was just eating it up."

_Petite Maggie Ortiz

POPEJOY HALL
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The Cultural Program Committee

February 7, 1976
(.,(!J
February 2·5, 1976
The Test:
6:00 pm • 10:00 pm
The Review Course: UNM School of Law, Room 102
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On Friday night Ricky Williams was chanting,
Mike Patterson hulled his way in for the
"T.he trick, the trick, the trick," George Berry had rebound. It looked like Patterson went back up to
an 1-got-away-~ith-it-and-nobody-caught-me grin, shoot when UA's Len Gordy fouled him with 16
and Norm Ellenberger had a certain bounce in his seconds left. The officials, however, gave only a
step.
one-and·one to Patterson.
In Saturday night the ·Lobo locker room looked
Patterson walked up to the free-throw line, driblike a Kennedy family picnic on the banks of the bled the ball on the hardwood, lifted the ball
Chappaquiddick.
,
behind his head, took aim, and shot an air ball into
Despite playing an excellent second half, both the waiting gr.asp of a Wildcat.
defensively and running the spread offense, the
Still down by one Arizona called a time out.
UNM basketballers, and especially Larry Gray Wildcat coach Fred Snowden said they had pl:onand Mike Patterson, could not quite ice a victory . ned to go to Rappis, but as he expected Lobo coach
against pesky, and oft-times awesome Arizona. Ellenberger had the mustachioed guard covered.
The Wildcats won on a 25-foot jumper by Herman Harris was his second choice.
Harris edging UNM, 80-79, Saturday.
The Harris score actually went in with four
To make the loss worse, Harris only played seconds left, but by the time UNM could call a time
seven minutes in the entire contest. Harris pum· out, and the officials notified the timekeeper, the
ped the swisher in with two seconds left. He knew clock had wound down to one tick. The attempted
the arching ball was on target before it went full-court lob from Berry to Gray or Patterson was
through the hoop.
knocked out of bounds by the ever-present AI
Nobody in the Arena could have guessed Harris Fleming.
.
·
would be the man to shoot the game winning
Gray led UNM with 23 points and 13 rebounds.
basket. All night long speedy Jim Rappis had been Other Lobos in double figures were Williams 14,
driving around the Lobo guards, particularly Dan and Berry and Norm Cacy 10.
Davis, and the mobile monster monolith Bob Elliot
Ellenberger, who was called for a technical for
was unstoppable underneath.
going on the playing floor (he stepped on the line)
With 19 seconds left Gray, whose hot hand in the said, "We didn't get control of the game until the
waning minutes kept the 'Pack in the game, had a game could go either way. I only wish somehow,
chance to at least force the hard-fought affair into s9meway we can play like we did then for 40
overtime. Gray stood behind the charity stripe, minutes.
and promptly proceeded to bounce the ball off the
"This just takes the wind out of our wins in
rim. The miss kept the score at 79-78 UNM·.
Colorado and Wyoming."

'r~~t

Students who are serious about their future legal careers
will want to begin their preparation even before they take
the Law School Admission Test. Professional Educators of
New Mexico. Inc. in conjunction with Professional Educators.
Inc. of Washington. D.C. offers a course to h~Jp you achieve·
a higher score on the LSAT. The course cons1sts of four consecutive nights of preparatory instruction, taught by attorneys and other professionals, utilizing an approach
technique which familiarizes the student with the fo~mat of
the LSAT and the analytical techniques and methods which
·
can lead to better scores on the test.
PENM's updated course materials and limited enrollment
policy assure maximum student i~volvement and an insight
Into the latest LSAT developments.
.
PENM guarantees that if you do not score 600 or above
on the LSAT you may take the course again at no charge.
Professional Educators of New Mexico
Post Office Box 26045
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87125
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By Tim Gallagher
It was just one of those allaround good nights for the' UNM
women's basketball team--the
kind coach Kathy Marpe coujd
use a tho)lsand of.
.
6-4 Carol Moreland was the
Darling of the Pit as she .asserted
herself and scored 10 second-half
point's.
Beth· Born played a terrific
game making a horde of steals
and grabbing nine rebounds.
Linda Hattox showed some
good work on the boards that had
been previously lacking.
Debbie Kates did not miss a
shot.
Trev'ia Williams decked a few
more people.
The list goes on and on. By the
way, UNM defeated Wyoming
65-44 for an Intermountain Con·
ference win Saturday in a
preliminary to the men's game in
the Arena.
The Lobos quickly raced to a
14-6 lead on the basis of some
balanced scoring. An en·
couraging note for the 'Pack was
that Margaret Gonzales broke
out of a shooting slump with
three l9ng-range baskets in the
first half. In the Thursday night
loss to Northern Colorado, Gon·
zales was 3 for 18, but with the ·
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BOOKSHOP

and

t!n

TUNE UP YOUR VW, Volvo, Datsun, Toyota for
$12labor at German Automotive 268·5169. 1/30
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric.
Guaranteed accuracy with reasonable rates, 298·
714.7. 1/30

0

~

LEVI'S·BLUE JEAN big bells always ut The Lobo
Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243·6954, tfn

QUIVIRA

PASSPORT, IDENTIFJCATION photos, Lowest
prices .in town! Fast, pleasing, Near UNM. Call
265·2444 !lr come to 1717Girard Blvd, NE. ten

~

..... 1.
X

FAMOUS

Gym on Cornell. Special order service.

Marron Hall room 131 or by mail to:
Classified A,dvertlsing, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque,N.M, 87131

:;....

PIONEER SX-939 receiver $445, Pioneer Ct·
F7171 cassette tape deck $260. Both brand new,
still in bo)Ces, 298-83.70 before 9:00 or after 7:00
p.m. 1/27
NEW LANGE Sl{l BOOTS, size 8. Must sell im·
mediately, B~stoffer. 242·14811. 1/29
1
.

Photo~raphy Gallery is 1/2 block from Johnson

0

...:I

One tl)ree·hour lecture weekly, individualized in·
struction and hllavy practice in e.xce.llent
darkroom near UNM. Discussions, critiques, field
trips, Absolute beginners welcome, or .in·
tcrm11diate. Expensive but intensive, Limited to
twelve very serious persons, 'starting around
February 10. Class fills fast so reserve a place
now, Details; A-Photographer, 265·2444, 1/23

PERSONALS

CARRl\RO'S PIZZA; Free delivery to University
arc"a, dorrns, sorQrlties, fraternities, etc, Delivery
city wide for extra cost, 1/30

MARY, You mean the place down the alley between Cornell & Stanford, Nick. 1/26
ATTENTION: UNM IlOOKSTORE returns
policy; Books purchased for tho spring semester
1976 may be returned for Full price through Sat.
Feb 14 provided: 1) books must be in new condition, 2) books must be IICcompanied by
cashrec!lipt1 3) Stud!lnt I. D. must b!l prcs!lnt with
return. 1/30

FREE MATIIEMATICS TUTORING for minority
students. Contact Stewart Kane, Math Dept.
Humanities Bldg., 461. 2/6

BOOKS FOR SALE. Data Processing 201 &
Business Communications 265. Call299·1502 for a
better buy, 1/30
PIONEER S.X-.939 receive~ $445, Pionee.r Ct·
F7171 cassette tape deck $260. Both brand new,
.still in boxes, 298·8370 before 9;00 o~ after 7;00
p.m. 1/27
NEW LANGE .SKI BOOTS, size 8. Must sell im·
mediately, Best offer, 242·1489, 1/29
1958 VW, good condition $450. Will negotiate.
281-5007 between 6 & 7 p.m. 1/29
•

,!~111

MEN'S LARGE TURTLE skin wet suit. Perfect
condition, only used once, For further inform!! lion
call Rob 268·7233. 1/29

NEED SOI\1ETHING TYPED? Call Lynn. 2660760, 1/30

TWO SEKINE 10-speeds. New 20 & 23 inch ex·
cellent bikes $165. Tom 281-5007 between 6 & 7
p.m. 1/29

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien·
dswho care at Birthright, 247-9819, tfn

LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION test Feb. 7. Prepare
now, call Professional Educators of New Mexico,
Inc, 265·4050. 1/30

AMERICAN/INTERNATIONAL YOUTH Hostel
Pass sold-Canterbury Chapel, 425 University
NE. 1/30

BELLY DANCE SEMINAR by Roman Balladine
Jan. 24-25,265-1834,898-4747, 1/26

MJDDI,E EASTERN Belly Dance taught by Marjorie, 2217 Lead SE. All levels, .247-1830. 1/27

NEED A REST from Mom's cooking? Foot long
hot dogs 35e, 11·3 Okie's. 1/30

4.

THERE'S A DIFFERENCE between loneliness
and being alone, Want to talk? AGORA, 277·
3013, 1/30

FORRENT

6.

APARTMENT WITH Private entrance near
University $85 per month, 265·6~69 or 268·
0504. 1/26

teachers at all levels. Foreign & Domestic
Teachers. Box 1063, . Vancouver Wash
98660, 1/27
•
. .•

LOST: GOLD FJ,y set w/stones. Fell .off ring.
.Sentlm!lntal valu!l. Reward.·277-5395. 1!28

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
student preferred, 842-6770. 1/26

LOST JANUARY 5, gold watch betwc!ln Ortega
II all & Roma. Sentiment.11 value. Call266·3422 af·
tcr 5:00. 1/29 '

SUNNY UPSTAIRS ROOMS, $90, $80
smoking, children welcom!l. 268·1654, 1/27

PARTTIME HELP must be able to work 11:30 to
1:30 Jqnch, additional hours arranged per your
schedule, Ocr Wlenerschnitzel, 6901 Lomas
NE. 1/29

FOUND: Lucy Ann Kay's Student ID card. Claim
at Marron Hall131. 1/26
FOUND: White female kitten with collar in
Pop!ljoy Parking ~ot, 344·5260 to claim. 1/27

graduate
no

ROOM FOR RENT. SE, $75 mo. split utilities. 255·
6661. 1/27

RETURN CYCLE hlllmel, black gloves & ski
mask picked up in 105 Educ. Bldg. 1/22. No
questions. 299·2992 Lea vc message. Paul. 1/29

' MATURE BI/GA Y share house, NE, $50 mo/1/2
utilities, 299·9245. 1/30

FOUND: TEXTBOOK in locker at bookstore.
Must be able to give title. Call268-0452 after 5:30
p.m. 1/30

"5. FOR SALE

3. SERVICES

20 USED TV'S $30·$60. 441 Wyoming N.E., 255·
5987. :V1 •

BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE forming.
How-to·do-it, taught by art-oriented professional.
No history, chemistry or esthetics, but all about
camera operation, lenses, exposure, darkroom
~roduc:Uon, [i\ms. Dlnck-and·white emphasized.

LEVI'S·BLUE JEAN big bells always at The LobD
Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243-6954. tfn
BOOKS FOR SALE. Data Processing 201 &
Business Communications 265. Call 299·1502 for a
better buy. 1/30

STUDEN:rs MAKE MONEX up to $95 per
wk/part t1111e at home addressing envelopes. Com·
panics want that "personal touch." For further in·
formation regarding opportunities with these
companies, send $3 to Phoenix Advertising, Box
11707, Atlanta, Gn. 30305. 1/26

8.

----MISCELLANEOUS

CLUB CAFE-New Mexican Food, !lvcrything
deliciously homemade, corner Lomns & Broad·
way • 11·2, 5 to 7:30. 1/26
C 4 oneself: Coffeehouse at the Bakery.

1/28

I'm not a Christian for my own sake but for the
sake of the world, or as Paul put It, "I would
willingly be condemned...if it could help my
St Pout's ministry wos en~rely dedicated to enhancing the lives of persons throughout the
known world. With Paul as our model for following Christ. we do well to ask ourselves if the
world Is better off tor our faith.
When o person is abused and "put down". how does your presence improve his lot?
When a <:lass Is dull and the teacher unmotivated- When an old woman disintegrates into
the dust of a boarding house- When a child in Chad runs out of energy to cry for foodWhen a politician oppeses military solutions, how ore the human chances improved
because you are committed to Christ?
United Ministries Center
11101 Las Lomas, N.E. - Phone: 247·0497

Margarita
Monday
Support the NM Daily LOBO
Basketball team in its efforts
to protect your First Amendment· Freedoms against the
Legislative Despots repreSctlting ASUNl\l. This is not a
game - it is a Biccn tennial
Crusade!

w.Jct
'All Nite

Entertainment 7 Nites

4418 Central S.E.

iExp.eriment in a!twislt mrarning
Presents

~amutl §an~mtl
"Assimilation Versus Self

THINK COMMUNAL

brotliers of Israel." (Romans 9:3)

ASUNM organizations whicll wish to be put on
the budget must have their budge~s lurned in ~o
the ASUNM office by ~his Wed11esday, Call 277·
5528 for more information.

EMPLOYMENT

PART TIME JOB. Graduate students only, Af· •
tcrnoons & evenings. Must be able to work Friday
& Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old. Apply in
person, no phone calls please, Save Way Liqor
Stores, 5704 Lomas N.E., 5516 M!!naul N.Ji]. 1/30

LOST & FOUND

LONDON (UPI)-Braain and Ic!!l&nd put their
officials and experts to work Sunday to try to
come up with il. new agreement they hoped would
end a damaging "cod war" between the two North
Atlantic Treaty allies.
British Prime Minister Jiar(!ld WilsQn and
Icelandic Prime MinistQr Goir Hnllgrimsson met
for. ~{lven hours Saturday at Chcquers, Wilson's
offtctal country reside nell, in the first top level bid
to end the dispute,
,
Mea~ti~e, they ordered officials, legal cxp!lrts
and sc1enttsts from the two countries to worl- all
day Sunday on tecllnical problems involved in a
possible settlement. ,
Neither delegation gave any indication how thll
talks were going.
·
It was the third.sueh "cod war" between the two
countries-both of which are NATO members.
It erupted after Iceland 'early in 1975 imposed a
200-mile limit around its shores and banned all
foreign fishing within it.
Diplomatic officials said the United States
worried that the dis put~! may undermine still fur:
ther the troubled NATO Alliance, has urged them
to patch it up.

USED COLDSPOT REFRIGERATOR. Excellent
running condilion. $70 firm, Call 250-1.680 after 3
·
p.m. 1/30

CITADEl, APARTI\1ENTS·An apartment com·
plex for the young and the young at heart, Rents
start at $140. Large swimming pool. Efficiencies &
1·bdrm available, furnished or unfurnished,
Walking distance to UNM. 1520 University N.E.,
243·2494. 2/13

2.

Cod War

Preservation : Philo of Alexandria"
A new section of Photography I has been added!
Art Studio 287·007; Tues. and Thurs. 9:30·12:15 in
Sa.ra Reynolds Hall. Rod Lazorik, instructor. Ob·
tam cards at the registration center.
There will be a meeting of the Student Pub.
Board, Tues. Jan. 27 at 4:30 p.m. in Marron Hall
Rm. 104.

Wednesdo._y,

Jonuar1J28, 1976

8 p.m. Woodward Hall

Senator Benavidez' office hours are Tues. and
Thurs. llo 3 p.m., 1059 Mesa Vista-North. Phone
277·4150.

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mel<ico
Daily Lobo
time{s) beginning ,- __ -· ~-- _ 1 under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; !;;.
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

•

Want Ads say it
in a Big W~y!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word/ $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

Marron Hall, Room 132

.,I:1
'·

Enclosed$-··-··___ Placed bY--··--~-·~.Telephone.
•

• •

•

~

J

Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,
l..\lbuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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